TRIP TO BOSNIA

DAY 1: SARAJEVO ARRIVAL
Arrival Sarajevo Airport, meet and assist at Airport by our representative. Proceed for
our grand tour. (tour is based on the time of arrival, we can postpone it to another day
if you are arriving late). Today we will take you to a private Sarajevo Grand Tour, about
6 hours tour. Sarajevo is the capital of Bosnia & Herzegovina, surrounded by Olympic
mountains, in the valley of river Miljacka. Population of Sarajevo is cca 420 000
citizens. Established as a city in 15th century by Isaj Bey Ishakovic, Sarajevo became a
main crossroad for caravans and traders from east, west, north and south. It has rich
culture, and for centuries presence of all monotheistic religions. In circle of just 100
meters, you can find mosque, orthodox church, catholic cathedral and Jewish
synagogue in the town. Walking through the main street you can see the fine line
between Ottoman and Austro –Hungarian architecture – we call it “Sarajevo meeting
of cultures”.

Take a tour with us and discover our small city with big stories, the place where east
meets west, enjoy the panoramic drive and breath-taking sights from the Yellow
Fortresses. Walking tour of old town Bascarsija, bezistan – covered market place; Gazi
Husrev Bey Mosque- built in 1530 year during the Ottoman era – and Gazi Husrev Bey
Madrass; Morica han built in 1551. Assassination 1914 on the Latin Bridge, Emperor's
Mosque, City Hall/National Library – who was constructed during the AustroHungarian Empire in the Moorish style, Spite House, Bravadziluk and Kazandziluk old
streets, Jewish Quarter, Sarajevo Cathedral, Sarajevo roses - reminder of the killed
civilians; Bosniak Institute Markale Marketplace, Eternal Flame, National Theatre,
Bosnian Cultural Centre, War Tunnel museum and a siege '92-'95 with detail
explanation, Springs of river Bosnia national park- the green resort and oasis perfect
for your relaxation at the end of the Grand tour. Your driver will return you to the
hotel. Check in, overnight.

DAY 2 SARAJEVO – MOSTAR + KRAVICEWATERFALLS
Breakfast at hotel, proceed for a tour. First to visit is magnificent Kravice waterfalls
-a 30 meters high and 130 meters wide making it the largest in the region. For all
nature lovers and outdoor sympathizers this tour is right decision. After Kravica we
go to medieval stone town Pocitelj with fortress from XV century. Continuing our
tour to Blagaj village and Buna river Springs. Experience the natural beautiful of
southern Bosnia and Herzegovina on this unique and sunny day. This area is very
natural and the whole river of Buna is springing from one cave, next to which in the
XV century the Sufi’s have build a Tekke. We recommend lunch in one of the
restaurants on the Buna river. Entire Herzegovina part of the country meets both
influence of Adriatic sea and Mediterranean climate and the landscape is different
from Bosnia north side of region wich is more continental. The largest city in the
Herzegovina region is also one of the most important.

In addition to its rich history, the city is home to one of the most exemplary fixtures of
Islamic architecture in the Balkans. The piece in question is a bridge–often called “Old
Bridge”–and it was built by the Ottomans way back in the 16th century.
Upon arrival to Mostar we will take you to the Old town a hearth beating touristic pearl
of Balkan where you will discover with a licenced guide importance of Ottoman Era and
their legends on Sultans because they were the constructors of the famous UNESCO
protected Old Bridge. From Koski Mehmet Pasha’s mosque build in XVII century you
will have the best view on the Bridge. Also we will visit Mostar Gallery to watch a short
movie that shows the destruction and renovation of this Bosnian Landmark.
In the after noon hours we will drive back to Sarajevo. Overnight in Sarajevo.

DAY 3 SARAJEVO – MAGLIĆ MOUNTAIN (TREKKING)
Breakfast in hotel. Departure on an unforgettable Maglic mountain hike
adventure. Maglic Mountain with its 2,386 meters above sea level
represents the highest point in Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, not
only is the highest mountain peak, this mountain is considered the
most beautiful mountain in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Maglic is located
within the National Park of Sutjeska, the oldest national park in BiH. In
the foothills of Maglić is situated Trnovacko lake, which has a heart
shape. The views from Maglic in you will leave indelible marks. Transfer
back to Sarajevo. Overnight.

DAY 4: SARAJEVO – JAJCE + PLIVSKO JEZERO
Breakfast in hotel. Proceed to Jajce for our todays tour. First we will visit
AVNOJ Museum, The Jajce-born Yugoslavia was the socialist
counterpart of the royal residence from the Middle Ages. At the same
session a document was adopted to mark the completion of the
establishment of the state authorities of Yugoslavia. The building was
reconstructed in 1947 and 1953. The Museum was founded in 1953. The
first permanent collection of the Museum was installed in 18th February
1959. In the course of the war (1992-1995) the Museum was exposed to
significant damage, and its storerooms were plundered. After that
proceed to the fortress. Fortress is the main stronghold of the defence
system of a medieval town.

Vukcic Hrvatinic at the turn of the 14th and the 15th centuries. In the
mid 15th century, the royal court moved in to Jajce, when a palace was
built within the fortress. A biphora remained in bastion II, where quite
possibly a dwelling place of the feudal lord was placed. At the southern
wall of the fortress is "the roaly portal " that was opened some time around
15th century. Five kilometers away from Jajce there are beautiful Pliva
lakes and in the middle
separated with bunch of amazing mills built during the Ottoman era.
Amongst the people they are know as "mličići" (small mills). Today mostly
ouf of order but still amazing to see how they split up two lakes. These
lakes we would strongly recommend doing some swimming, fishing,
canoeing or kayaking (in 1963. World and European Championship in
kayaking and canoeing on still waters were held on Pliva lakes).

After that proceed to travnik, where we will visit the old town,
Vizziers town and birthplace of Nobel winning author Ivo Andric
famous for its amazingly tasty cheese and cevapi. Place definitely
worth of visiting. Also, we will visit the Old Fortress; one of the most
beautiful and best preserved medieval fortified buildings in Bosnia on
which later historical periods left their distinctive characteristics.
And in the end we will visit Šarena džamija or „Colorful mosque“ Probably the most beautiful mosque in whole of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Transfer to Sarajevo. Overnight.

DAY 5: SARAJEVO – RAFTING ON NERETVA RIVER
Breakfast at hotel. In the early morning transfer to Konjic for a rafting
tour, one of the must do activities is definitely rafting. Crystal clear
Neretva River, offers you many outdoor activities such as cliff jumping
into two beautiful canyons and swimming in water rapids, perfect
combination of adrenaline and nature. Rafting takes about 4 hours
(depends from water level, time of year, breaks), with licenced skipper
and professional equipment (boat, paddle, neoprene suit, rafting shoes,
lifejacket, helmet, anorak). Experience like no other, a lots of water
springs, small waterfalls, and small beaches for relaxation. After
finishing rafting. Transfer back to Sarajevo. Overnight in Sarajevo

DAY 6: SARAJEVO – DEPARTURE
Breakfast at hotel. Check-out. Based on the flight time and your de; we
will visit Vrelo Bosne. the spring of the Bosna River, at the foot of Mt.
Igman. The alley is made of two rows of 762 plane trees planted in 1892
and dozens of horse chestnut trees as surely the most beautiful tree row
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The spring of the Bosna River is an
outstanding park with numerous streams forming lakes and islands in
this geological, hydrological and botanical-horticultural phenomenon.
The most beautiful one, however, is the source of the Bosna River, which
springs from a number of karst springs at an altitude of 492 meters. The
water is of exceptional quality; therefore, a pump station of the city water
supply was built next to the spring. The nature here still exceeds the
strength and beauty of anything else seen, making the spring of the
Bosna River one of the most precious natural and tourist pearls of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. After that, proceed to Sarajevo Airport for final
departure.

